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CLUB NEWS 
 

There is a feeling among Committee Members that much of the discussion ought to be extended to the 

general membership. On the whole the Committee has worked harmoniously over the last few years, but 

last meeting feelings ran high when some Members started wagging their fingers and beards at others 

whom they thought contributed less to the Club than was politic. The accused shifted nervously from one 

buttock to the other, while others, caught in the crossfire, sided one way or the other. The Heros declared 

they were on strike. 

 

There are several things which can be done to heal a situation like this. The work of the few ought to be 

duly recognised by the many and just a few of the many ought to do a bit themselves. Some people have 

jobs or family commitments which make it impossible to help out, others use the excuse to cover a dislike 

of plastering, cleaning etc. Some may, in fact, keep away because they believe the H.Q. to be in the hands 

of The Few! So, with your philosophies attuned to being a navvy for a change, roll up at Upper Pitts and 

join in with good spirit. If you receive a rebuff it will probably be your own fault. Please try. So far most of 

the labour at the H.Q. has been done by two or three people. We extend to them our thanks and encourage 

them to carry on until reinforcements arrive. 

 

Have you filled in the form for the Special Hanwell Investigation on Troublesome Effluent? This should be 

returned to Jim as soon as possible so that we can refute suggestions that cavers pollute water. Minds 

maybe, but water . . . .. never. 

 

The Editor has circulated a letter to the national organisations on the possibilities of organising the 1978 

International Speleological Congress in Britain. This would hope to attract the world's leading authorities 

on all branches of caving and would quite obviously feature Mendip strongly. If any Members would like 

to get in touch on this matter their help would probably be of great value. 

 

We made an error about Membership Cards. They are kept by Tony Dingle (32 Lillian Road, Barnes, 

LONDON, S.W.13) and cost 1/- (five new pence). 

 

We shall soon be asking for nominations for the Committee. This is the time for all those who wish to 

shape policy or merely natter with purposeful erudition to enlist sponsors. It is undesirable to merely re-

elect Members every year and competition would be a healthy sign in Club affairs. 

 

On reflection our remark about boulders dislodged in Longwood was a little uncharitable. Things do go 

wrong on rescues sometimes - especially on those involving lots of people. Nobody could really be blamed 

for the episode, although MRO. did take an awfully long time. 

 

We hear from the North that Norman Thornber has died. The author of Pennine Underground he joined 

forces with Ralph Stride to produce Britain Underground. He is reported to have collapsed in Settle after 

writing a ferocious letter to one of the Northern caving publications. 
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We welcome new members: 

 

J.P. BARRATT, School House, Clifton College, Bristol 8. 

J. MARRIOT, 114 West Street, Bedminster, Bristol 3. 

M.B. PLAYER, 20 Hillyfield Road, Headley Park, Bristol 3. 

R.J.R. VANDERPLANK, 51 Cambridge Road, Clevedon, Somerset. 

K.D. JAMES, 5 Baytree Road, Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset. 

P. JEFFERSON, Male Nurses Hostel, Herrison Hospital, Dorchester, Dorset. 

Miss ANNE J. WOODWARD, 71 Castle Lane, Olton, Solihull,Warwickshire. 

M.H. EVANS, 13 Litchard Terrace, Bridgend, Glamorgan. 

 

This brings membership of the Club to over 300! 

 

Attie (H.C. Attwood) has made a magnificent emblem for the Club. It stands a full metre high and is 

sufficiently fine to constitute a real security risk. 

 

We have had complaints about new members being asked to pay a full year's subscription when they join 

in May or June. It seems fair - as they get the year's Journals and the better part of the year's caving. Perhaps 

someone will raise it for discussion at the A.G.M. On another membership matter, a number of new 

applicants have not had their proposer and seconder sign the form. Some even write down two names 

without consulting the referees. This only holds up the vetting we do give to applications and frustrates ail 

round. 

 

CLUB MEETS 

 

w/e September 5th/6th  Steepholm. Leader R.Staynings, 8 Fanshawe Road, Hengrove, Bristol. 

 

Saturday, September 5th. 20.30 - Upper Pitts. A talk, illustrated with slides, entitled, "Cave Exploration in 

the Rocky Mountains of Canada", given by Derek Ford, 23 Park Mansions, Park St., BATH. 

The talk will include stories of new discoveries, a tougher than Mossdale trip, crevasse-jumping, a 

helicopter crash and a grizzly bear! 

 

September 1st & 19th, plus October 6th Ladder practice. The 1st and 6th at 19.30, the 19th at 14.30. Jenny 

Murrell, 1 Clifton Hill, Bristol 8. 

 

Wednesday October 14th Longwood and August. 1900. R.A. Philpott, 3 Kings Drive, Bishopston, Bristol 

4 

 

Saturday October 17th A.G.M. and ANNUAL DINNER. 

 

Saturday November 14th Sapperton Tunnel, between Cirencester and Stroud, 2½ miles long, blocked 2 

miles in. Three foot of water so bring goon/wet suits and if anybody has a dinghy........Leaders, Hugh 

Pearson and Tony Philpott. Hugh, 129 East Dundry Road, Bridge Farm Estate, Whitchurch, Bristol. 
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CHARGING NIFE LAMPS TO GET MAXIMUM LIGHT 
 

by Bob Picknett 

 

Thanks to the wet suit and to the discovery of new extensions to caves, trips underground are getting longer 

and longer. It is important to make sure that caving lamps last for the duration of the trip, with sufficient 

margin in reserve, and so this report of what can be done with the Nife miners' cap lamp NC113C should 

be of some interest. After attending to obvious matters like renewing the electrolyte and cleaning the cell 

terminals etc. (already described adequately by J. Church, Wessex C.C. Journal, Oct. 1965), the remaining 

area of importance is the charging of the Nife cells. It is with this charging process that I am concerned 

here. 

 

The difficulty with charging Nife lamps is that there is no easy way to tell when they are fully charged. The 

recommended procedure is to use a current of 1.75 amps for 8 hours. After a few hours the cells begin to 

"gas" as hydrogen and oxygen escape from the vents. This gassing increases as the lamp becomes fully 

charged, but the change is gradual and gives no certain indication of the state of the charging process. The 

cell voltage also increases during charging, but again the change is gradual and unsuited as an indicator. 

 

To get over this difficulty many cavers try to overcharge their lamps. This does no harm beyond lowering 

the electrolyte level, but is a messy business. A spray of caustic electrolyte escapes from the vents and 

spreads over the cell terminals, causing current leakage if left. In bad cases escaped electrolyte can 

accumulate, and there is then the risk of burns or rotted clothing when the lamp is tipped over while caving. 

If you want to make sure that you get the longest light, it does seem best to find the optimum current and 

time needed to ensure a full charge in your Nife lamp. 

 

My tests were made with three ex-N.C.B. Nife lamps, all well used in caves. Prior to the tests they were 

filled with fresh electrolyte and were then used for two caving weekends. In the first test the lamps were 

fully discharged, and were then charged at a constant current of 1.75 amps for various times before 

measuring the light duration. Details of the method have been published in the Cave Research Group 

Newsletter, No.121, 1970. The average results are shown in the diagram, the charging time being plotted 

against light duration using the main bulb which takes approximately 1 amp. As the charging time 

increases, the light duration at first increases in proportion. Above 5 hours charging, however, the 

improvement in light duration tails off, and above 11 hours charging little or no improvement is found. 

 

The surprising feature of this result is the discrepancy between it and the manufacturer's recommended 

charging procedure; instead of 8 hours of charge, 11-12 hours is in fact needed to give maximum light 

duration. If you charge for only 8 hours you lose about one hour of light. The manufacturer has been 

consulted about this and confirms the general picture. The recommended 8 hours of charge applies when 

the lamp is not fully run down, e.g. in coal mine shift work. A further point is that new lamps would 

probably not need such long charging to get optimum results. 

 

The second test concerned charging at different rates to see if this had any effect. Again details have been 

published in the C.R.G. Newsletter, but the results are summarized in the following table. The lamps were 

fully discharged before charging. 
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Charging Conditions to obtain Full Charge 

 

40 hours at 0.5 amp or 

22 hours at 0.9 amp or 

11½ hours at 1.75 amp or 

10½ hours at 2.6 amp 

 

For charging currents from 0.5 to 1.75 amp, the time to charge a Nife lamp fully is inversely proportional to 

the current. Contrary to existing belief, charging proceeds just as efficiently at low currents. However, at 

currents above 1.75 amp the efficiency of charging is less, and longer times are necessary. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Well used Nife lamps (NC113C) need 11-12 hours of charging at the recommended 1.75 amp to give 

maximum light duration, not 8 hours as is commonly thought. For other charging currents the time needed 

is inversely proportional to the current: 

 

current (amps) x time (hours) = 20 

 

This holds for currents not greater than 1.75 amp; higher currents need longer times than are given by the 

formula. 
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HOME MADE NYLON BOILERSUITS FOR CAVING 
 

By H. Pearson and D. Tombs 

 

Have you looked at your boilersuit lately? No? But then perhaps you'd rather not, for if yours is typical of 

those owned by most cavers it's a pretty disreputable object! It's a fair bet that more than a little daylight is 

visible through the seat, elbows and knees, and that most of the seams are coming apart. Furthermore, in 

addition to being thoroughly impregnated with samples of grit and mud from countless different caves, it's 

probably damp and almost certainly smells rather nasty. 

 

Well, Wessex Bespoke Boilersuits Inc. offer you a solution and a challenge - make one yourself. "But I 

can't sew" we hear you cry. We've got news for you however - neither could we! Yet we've both managed 

to produce custom built garments which appear, at least to date, to answer all the caver's needs in this 

respect. 

 

Being badly in need of new boilersuits ourselves, we decided to investigate the possibilities open to us. 

In terms of price, these were:- 

 

Secondhand Boilersuits  10s. upwards 

New boilersuits - Cotton Drill £2. 10. 0d. 

(medium weight) - Nylon £4. 5. 0d. 

"Gouffre Berger" Suit £7. 10. 0d. 

(a nylon suit designed and  manufactured specifically 

for cavers by Ladysmith Busywear of Leeds). 

   

Material & items required to make sophisticated nylon 

boilersuit on D.I.Y. basis 

£2. 10. 0d. 

(approx.) 

 

On the purely practical side, the following points were considered:- 

 

Wearing properties: nylon wears much better than cotton drill in cave conditions, mainly because of 

its greater resistance to abrasion and the fact that the material and stitching don't rot. One estimate 

(possibly over optimistic) claims that a nylon boilersuit outlasts a normal one by approximately 10 

times. 

 

Second-hand boilersuits are generally well past their prime when the caver gets them and as such 

their wearing properties, and hence value for money, are very much an unknown quantity. 

 

Material Weight Dry Weight Wet Water Content 

Cotton 45 ozs. 110ozs. 4lb. 1 oz. 

Nylon 20 ozs. 36ozs. 1lb. 

 

These measurements were based on a medium size boilersuit, its "wet weight" being that after it had 

been saturated and allowed to drip for 45 seconds. 
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Comfort: apart from its light weight and poor water retention properties, the other great advantage of 

nylon over cotton drill is that, when wet, it doesn’t cling to garments worn underneath. 

 

Washing: with nylon this is simplicity itself. A vigorous dunking in clean water is usually all that's 

necessary to remove most mud etc., after which a short spell in a spin dryer will reduce the garment 

to a more or less dry state. 

 

Some General Points 

 

Industrial weight nylon is sold in many shops, though the price is admittedly rather high - approx. 12/- per 

yard (48" wide). However, after some searching we managed to obtain some at around 7/- per yard (54" 

wide) from the Eastville (Sunday) Market in Bristol. There are undoubtedly many similar sources 

elsewhere - one possibility is "the Sales", where the required 4 yards (48" wide) might well be found in a 

remnant. 

 

All the other items needed can be obtained without difficulty from any drapers or haberdashery shop. 

 

Before proceeding further, it is probably worth mentioning that prior to this project neither of us had any 

experience of such work - sewing and tailoring were (and still are for that matter!) a complete mystery to 

us. Secondly, though we discussed the problems we thought we’d meet and then proceeded on our separate 

ways, the solutions we found to those we actually encountered, and the final garments themselves, were 

almost identical. We would also add that we received the very minimum of help from our respective wives, 

though (bless 'em) they did provide a little verbal direction during moments of stress! Where appropriate, 

we include such advice in this article for the benefit of those less fortunate than ourselves. 

 

Finally, before we progress to more practical aspects, a word of warning to anyone who may consider 

undertaking this task. Don't imagine you're going to run up a garment in time to impress your friends on 

that tiger trip next weekend. Whilst a skilled machinist may well be able to produce a completed suit in 

about 30 minutes, it's likely to take you at least 20 hours of hard work and considerable patience to finish 

this very much simplified version. 

 

The Suit Itself 

 

No pattern has been included with this article as it is assumed that virtually everyone will have a ready 

made one to hand - that old boilersuit. This-is pulled apart down the back seam. One half is kept intact as a 

guide to the correct assembly of the new suit - the other is unpicked as described later and used as the 

pattern. 

 

The body and leg sections of most boilersuits are generally made up of a number of separate pieces. 

However, in our version the body and leg of each side comprise one uncut piece. Despite the harsh words 

of one critic, who claimed the result "looked like a maternity smock with legs", this method has distinct 

advantages in this context. First and foremost it is simple - there are fewer seams to sew up (and 

consequently fewer can come undone at some later date). Secondly, it results in a slightly fuller body, 

which for the caver is no bad thing. The precise size of the body can be readily adjusted to suit individual 

requirements. 
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In our design, the conventional button up front is replaced by a zip. This is of the "open ended" or anorak 

type, and we suggest that this is sewn into the garment upside down - i.e. so that the slider ends up at the 

bottom when the zip is closed. This enables the wants of Nature to be satisfied with much less 

inconvenience than with the zip the normal way up. 
 

The zip itself is protected from the ravages of mud and grit by a flap fitted with Velcro Fastener along its 

outboard edge. 
 

"Optional Extras" include elasticated cuffs and ankles (or conventional legs with a loop under the foot); 

padded elbows and knees; a reinforced seat; a pocket with Velcro Fastener. 
 

Is it worth the effort and expense? 
 

Our verdict after some 6 months caving in these suits is an emphatic "Yes". Whether you buy a ready made 

one or "do-it-yourself", there’s no question that caving in a nylon suit is much more comfortable than in 

conventional attire. Apart from a slight loss of adhesion between one’s backside and the cave in such places 

as the Traverse in Eastwater, they seem to have everything to recommend them. So why not get with it and 

give one a try - it's a decision we’re confident you won't regret. 
 

Materials and Items Needed 
 

1. Nylon - 4 yards (approx) - Industrial weight nylon 48" wide (or wider if possible). 

N.B. Unpick old boilersuit before purchasing material to check on precise amount needed. 

Remember to allow extra for the reinforced seat, patches, etc. A folded sheet can be used 

to simulate the material to be bought. 
 

2. Zip Fastener As heavy duty as possible - type open at both ends (kind found on anoraks) - length 

6" to 8" shorter than distance from crutch to just below chin. 
 

3. Velcro Fastener Approx. 9" longer than length of zip required - excess from flap down front used 

to fasten pocket. 
 

4. Terylene Thread Size 40* -2 x 100 yard reels - colour to match nylon if possible (*Size 60 will do 

if this is not available). 
 

5. Elastic  cuffs - 18" x ¾" 

ankles - either 18"x-¾", if elasticated as cuffs or 18"x 2" for plain legs with loop under 

foot. 
 

6. Scissors Large pair for cutting out material. Small pair (not so essential) for the tricky bits. 
 

7. Dressmaker’s Pins one box. 
 

8. Tailor's Chalk Not vital, but very useful for marking out, as it’s easily removed from material if 

pattern is altered. 
 

9. Additional Luxury Items Pinking Shears - will help to prevent raw edges from fraying. A 

"Quickunpic" - a patent gadget costing about 3/- for undoing seams and stitching - saves a lot of 

time and frustration. 
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The Sewing Machine 

 

Any reliable machine will do, though hand operated types are to be preferred to electric ones in this case as 

they're rather easier for the novice to manage, particularly when it comes to sewing the tricky sections 

virtually stitch by stitch. 

 

Read any available operating instructions before doing any sewing. Pay particular attention to the correct 

way of threading the needle and bobbin (or shuttle), and to the means of adjusting the thread tensions. The 

latter is very important when sewing nylon, since, unlike most other fabrics, the thread doesn't bite into the 

material, thus making imperfect stitching particularly vulnerable to abrasion. 

 

So before starting work on the garment proper, run a few trial seams on various thicknesses of off-cuts from 

the material you'll be using and examine the stitching. The length of stitch should be adjusted to give 

approximately ten to the inch. Figs. 1a - 1c indicate the points to look for. 

 

The size of the needle is also important - it should be the correct one for the thread being used. Size 40 

thread requires a size 16 needle - Size 60, a size 14 needle. 

 

The whole garment can be made up using the standard machine foot, and no special attachments are really 

needed. A zip foot will however make life slightly easier when inserting the zip and Velcro fasteners and 

when sewing close to the edges of seams. The use of fancy gadgets for seaming and hemming is best 

avoided - these rarely produce good results in unskilled hands. 

 

And So to Work 

 

Wash out the old boilersuit and dry it thoroughly. Then put it on over the bulkiest clothing likely to be worn 

on any trip. Stretch, crouch, bend etc., noting any alterations needed to improve its fit and comfort. Check 

particularly on the arm and leg lengths - measurements should be made with the arm/leg bent and taken to 

the wrist/instep. 

 

Now, unpick the suit down the back seam. Keep one half intact - this will act as a useful guide if inspiration 

fails you at a later stage. 

 

Unpick the other half as follows- 

(a) Remove collar. 

(b) Unpick arm and undo underarm seam. 

(c) Unpick inside leg seam. 

 

Leave all other seams intact. 

 

Marking Out 

 

Lay the nylon on a flat surface and place the pieces of pattern on top, making the best use of the material. 

Try to ensure that as far as possible the grain of the material will run up and down the completed suit. 

DON’T cut anything out until ALL sections of the pattern have been marked out. 
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When marking out: - 

 

(1) Don't forget you're only working with half the pattern - you need two of everything. 

(2) Remember your observations on the fit of the old garment. 

(3) Bear in mind that the old suit will almost certainly be stretched at the elbows, knees and seat. 

(4) Add an extra 3" to the length of arms to accommodate elastic. 

(5) Add an extra 3" to both ends of collar. 

(6) Leave a minimum gap of 1½" between all sections of the pattern.  

 

Cutting out the Pattern 

 

(1) Cut  ¾" outside all the marked edges of the final pattern. It's surprising how often you'll need  

 this extra bit! 

(2) Use pinking shears if available. 

(3) Save the off-cuts for reinforcing seat, making elbow and knee pads and for repairs. 

 

Seams 

 

Flat felled seams should be used for joining up the various sections of the garment. Figs„ 2a - 2d show the 

stages involved in making this type of seam. At first sight it may look very complex, but in fact after a little 

practice one soon picks up the idea. 

 

The initial line of stitching (Fig. 2a) should be made at least ¾" from the edge of the material. Having less 

than this amount available makes turning in the wider edge (d) prior to sewing as in Fig. 2d quite a difficult 

operation, and also results in a rather weaker end product. 

 

Whilst you are strongly advised to pin all seams before making the first line of stitching, when you come to 

the stage shown in Fig. 2d it is probably easier to tuck the edge (d) in an inch or two at a time as you sew 

the second line. 

 

Finally, do try each section on after completing the first lot of stitching on each seam and before cutting off 

any surplus material - the seam may well be in the wrong place. 

 

Making Up the Garment 

 

Legs & Body 

 

1) Join up leg seams - pin and sew from crutch towards feet in each case. 

2) Pin two halves of body together, aligning so that leg seams meet at crutch. Sew from crutch 

towards collar. 

3) Adjust shoulder seams so that there's no pulling at crutch or neck when wearer crouches, or  

bends either backwards or forwards. Sew. 

 

Inserting Zip & Velcro Fasteners 

 

4) Turn in and hem outside edge of front flap of garment (Fig.3)- 
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5) Cut length of Velcro 3" longer than zip. Pin "woolly" half to inside of flap close to edge, 

starting  just below collar and working towards crutch. Sew. 

6) Put suit on and mark position for "hooked" half of Velcro on other side of suit. Sew "hooks" in 

place. 

7) Pin and sew one side of zip along inside edge of "hooks". Turn in and hem surplus material 

along edge. N.B. Zip should be shorter than opening. Position so that unzipped section comes 

at neck. 

8) Close both Velcro fastener and zip - sew other side of zip to other half of garment. Then seam 

section between bottom of Velcro and crutch. 

N.B. (a) The "hooks" should face outwards, otherwise they tend to stick to woollen 

garments underneath when putting suit on. 

(b) On most zips the slider will drop off when zip is open and upside down. 

Adding larger end stops will prevent this - alternatively the two tails at this end 

of zip may be sewn together (close zip first). 

(c) When sewing zip into garment the zip should be closed. If this isn't done, 

there's a chance one half will end up in the wrong position relative to the other. 

 

Arms 

 

9) Lay cut material out flat - pin and sew hem across end of cuff, making sufficiently wide to 

take elastic inside hem (See Fig. 4). Don't insert elastic at this stage. 

10) Pin and sew seam down length of arm up to, but not across hem as made in (9). 

 

Joining Arm to Body 

 

11) Put on body of suit and mark highest point on shoulders. Remove garment. 

12) Turn sleeve inside out and insert, cuff first, into armhole from outside of garment - i.e. arm should 

now be inside out and on inside of body section. 

13) Align longest point of sleeve with highest point on shoulder as found in (11). Pin here, allowing 

sleeve to protrude about 1" beyond first line of stitching of body/sleeve seam (which you're about 

to make). 

14) Gradually enlarge armhole in body until just too small to accommodate sleeve without ruckling 

latter. Then, working from shoulder seam, pin and sew front of sleeve to body as far as under-arm 

seam. Now adjust armhole size to make sleeve perfect fit. Pin and sew rest of seam. Check fit. If 

correct, complete flat felled seam, again in two stages. 

15) Repeat process for other sleeve. 

 

Collar 

 

16) Place two sections on top of each other. Pin and sew round inside of curve ¼" from edge. Turn 

inside out. 

17) Pin to body so that latter is sandwiched between two sides of collar and with centre of curve 

opposite back seam. Sew, in two stages, working from back seam towards front. 

18) Trim off surplus round edge of collar (but not at ends) to within ½" of seam just made. Tuck 

remainder under and sew as (17). Trim ends of collar and sew as in Fig. 5. 
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Cuffs 

 

19) Insert elastic into hem as made in (9). Adjust length so that cuff is held securely round wrist 

without being too tight. Sew elastic to make loop as in Fig. 6. Complete flat felled seam. 

 

Elasticated Turn-ups 

 

20) Adjust leg length so that bottom comes level with top of ankle when knee is fully bent. Hem. 

Unpick inside seam between this hem and bottom of leg, and insert elastic as in 19). Remake seam. 

 

Plain Legs with Elastic Loop under Foot 

 

21) Adjust leg length so that bottom comes almost to instep when knee is fully bent. Hem. 

22) Attach wide elastic (2") to make short loop from inside leg seam to opposite side of leg. 

 

Reinforced Seat 

 

This takes the form of an almost heart shaped piece of material, the lobes of which are sewn onto the backs 

of the legs just below the seat. It may be found more convenient to make this patch in two halves - i.e. one 

piece of material for each side of the garment with a join along the line of the back seam. 

 

Pin and sew into place in stages, working away from the rear seam and towards the crutch. Try to ensure 

the patch is neither tighter or looser than the actual seat of the garment. 

 

Elbow & Knee Pads 

 

These are made up from several thicknesses of foam neoprene and covered with nylon as shown in Fig. 7. 

The finished pad will almost certainly need sewing to the garment by hand as it's virtually impossible to 

sew things to the outside of a completed arm or leg using the average sewing machine. 

 

Breast Pocket 

 

The piece of material forming the pocket should be sewn to the outside of the suit - this will ensure that any 

contact between the items in the pocket and the cave tends to wear holes in the pocket rather than in the suit 

itself. Also, make it slightly bigger than you think you'll require - if bulky objects can move freely within 

the pocket this will help to reduce the wear at any one point. 

 

When cutting out the material for the pocket, make the width and length 2" more than the finished size. 

Turn in all four edges about ½" and hem close to the turn. Cut a length of Velcro about ¾" shorter than the 

length of the pocket opening and attach one half to the inside of the pocket. Pin and sew the other half to the 

suit at the point where the opening is required. Then bring the two halves of Velcro together and sew the 

pocket to the garment. 
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Left; Hugh Pearson; Yellow suit with Blue collar, cuffs and stripe down front. 

Right: David Tombs; Blue suit with Blue collar and cummerbund.  

Definitely no sequins! 
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One Final Point 

 

Both authors make no apology for the fact that many of the methods used in the making of this garment are 

not necessarily those that would be employed by someone with more experience in these matters. This is 

very much an article written by the amateur for the amateur, so if you have the necessary expertise by all 

means go about things in your own way. We would point out however that we believe the approach we've 

adopted is just about as simple as it can be and that, above all, we do know that it works. 

 

Let us know how you get on 

 

We would very much like to hear from anyone who successfully completes a garment along the lines 

described above, or for that matter from anyone who normally caves in a nylon boilersuit of some other 

origin. Further information on the wearing properties of nylon suits when subjected to cave conditions, 

together with comments (caustic or otherwise) from the wearers themselves, would do much to help 

determine the real value of nylon in this context. 
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THE EXTENSION OF POULAWILLIN, Co, CLARE 
 

Carl Pickstone 

 

The Bradford Pothole Club is renowned in the north for its annual weekend pilgrimage to the caving area 

of Co. Clare in Southern Ireland. Occasionally they have been known to descend one or two of the caves 

there, during the 'holy hour' when the bar is shut. 

 

The party between 16-20 in number, takes advantage of a cheap British Rail excursion operating in the 

winter season from Manchester to Dublin using the Holyhead - Dun Laoghaire ferry. The train leaves 

Manchester at 10 o'clock on Friday evening and the beer sodden party are let loose in Dublin at 8.30 am on 

Saturday morning. Here the mountain of rucksacks, kitbags and caving tackle is crammed into hire cars for 

the 200 mile dash to McCarthy's cottage, just outside of Lisdoonvarna. Most of the cars arrive in the mid-

afternoon and the keen types do a rapid trip down something easy like Poll-An-Ionian, whilst others 'do' the 

sights in the area like O'Connors bar down in Doolin, in order to renew acquaintances and to get some 

practice in before the evening. Sunday usually means a dash through St. Catherines-Doolin or 

Pollnagollum-Pollelva systems, snatching a couple of pints of Guinness at O'Connors before setting off to 

catch the 8.45 pm ferry from Dun Laoghaire. The boat train arrives back in Manchester at the ungodly hour 

of 4.30 am on Monday morning, leaving members to disperse to their various homes in time for work. 

 

It takes three days to recover from a Bradford Irish meet, but it’s a worthwhile experience! 

 

It was on the 1968 weekend meet to Co. Clare that Allan Brittain, John Green and Tony Blick continued 

the Bradford policy of working down the Limestone/Shale boundary which follows the Corofin-Kilfanora 

road. They descended a minor cave called Poulawillin and in doing so extended it a further 2000ft  1 

 

In the summer of that year Gerald Benn, Dave Brook and myself added a further 1000ft of passage under 

low water conditions.  2 The cave was surveyed whenever the weather and bar hours permitted. 

 

The known cave was entered by unknown cavers but is recorded as a "600ft meandering narrow rift 

passage which drops down an awkward 35ft pitch into a 20ft high rift which soon narrows".  3 It was this 

narrow rift which marked the end of the known cave when visited by the B.P.C. They found that the rift 

was slightly wider at the bottom, and that progress, albeit painful, could be made by crawling in the stream. 

Cow Tooth Crawl as it was called has a width of 15 inches and a usable height of 24 inches, the walls and 

floor being deeply scalloped. Any packs taken through the crawl are best tied to the ankles and dragged 

behind!! There was an airspace of 12 inches in the crawl on the first trip, but during the dry weather the 

stream reduces to a trickle. 

 

After 200ft the crawl emerges into a small chamber with an ascending inlet passage on the right behind a 

rimstone pool. The main passage continues as a 15ft high, 18 inch wide rift which changes into a 4ft by 4ft
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section after a further inlet enters on the left. Soon after this it becomes necessary to crawl in stinking black 

mud, infested with leeches, for a further 500ft until a 6ft drop leads to clean washed cave again. 

 

Just beyond the 6ft drop there are two dry inlet passages on the right, and close after the cave levels out into 

a low canal. On the original exploration the canal had sumped, but in the following summer a dry spell had 

given 12 inches of airspace. 

 

After the 200ft long canal the water is seen to disappear down a small tube on the left, and the passage 

begins to slope upwards at 3° as a 15ft wide bedding plane 15 inches high, with a clean washed floor. This 

bedding plane crawl continues for 1000ft until another dry inlet appears on the right, here the passage 

develops a shallow vadose trench for another 100ft or so becoming too tight to follow. 

 

The surveyed passage length was 3200ft with an estimated 300ft of partially explored side passages. This 

could be easily pushed to 4000ft or so by determined cavers, given settled weather. The survey was drawn 

to C.R.G. grade 4 and the passage sections were ten times the scale of the plan, in keeping with the 

U.B.S.S. surveys of the area.  4 

 

Poulawillin is definitely a fine weather cave as the Canal and Cow Tooth Crawl will become impassable in 

wet weather. All the passage beyond the Canal sumps, and the only place that affords any sort of protection 

in the event of a thunderstorm is the ascending passage just after Cow Tooth Crawl. If there is a sizable 

stream flowing down the swallet close by the road - given the name Six Cylinder Swallet by the U.B.S.S. - 

the lower parts of the cave will be impassable. 

 

There is however a possibility that the choked passage above the 35ft pitch may connect with the 

ascending inlet passage, thus offering a safer and easier alternative to Cow Tooth Crawl. 

 

It is advisable that gloves be worn when visiting this cave as inevitably there are dead farm animals 

dumped in Six Cylinder Swallet. 

 

References 
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AN EAR TO THE GROUND 

 

Swildons New Look 

 

The month of May saw the completion of the combined Wessex/B.E.C. project to fit a door to the existing 

blockhouse and to cover the gaping flood entrance torn by the storms of July 1968. The work was 

undertaken on behalf of Mr. Main and is not a dastardly plot by the two clubs concerned to gain control 

over access to the cave. Access arrangements remain unchanged except, of course, for those who in past 

months have been omitting to call at the farm to pay their dues! 
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More Conservation 

 

The C.R.G. are doing their bit for European Conservation Year by collecting information on cave Sites of 

Special Scientific Interest. This involves submission of particulars of each site to the Nature Conservancy. 

Mendip must make sure that her wealth of scientifically studied limestone phenomena is maintained. Those 

who know, or who have worked on, individual caves are asked to contact the Editor of this Journal or write 

direct to Dr. Warwick, Geography Dept., Birmingham University. 

 

B.S.A. National Conference 

 

The British Speleological Association holds its annual conference at the University of Nottingham on 

September 11th. to 13th. Any offers of lectures, exhibits or slide shows are welcome. Those who are keen 

on cave photography may wish to enter the photo salon. Mendip could certainly be better represented at 

this function than in the past, when the Karst Police have lectured themselves to death about what fine 

fellows Wessex are. Conference Secretary is Dr. Graham Stevens, 4 Kingston Avenue, Acklam, 

Middlesborough, Teeside, TS5 7RS. 

 

Threat to O.F.D. 

 

The longest and deepest British cave may be largely quarried away by Hobbs if an application to extend 

their concession at Penwyllt is granted. Meanwhile the O'Reilly's, who have done so much in O.F.D. 

appear to be covering the contingency by finding themselves cave in the long abandoned Sink-y-Giedd 

swallet of Dan yr Ogof. ULSA also seem to be doing well inside D.Y.O., finding several hundred feet off 

Pinnacle Series in D.Y.O. III. 

 

 
Swildon’s Hole – May 1970. 
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NORTHERN NOTES 
 

by A. Blick 

Leck Fell 

 

A few months ago, after a concerted dig at the then terminal boulder choke, the Northern Pennine Club 

extended Gavel Pot (N.G.R. SD666.791) to a depth of 360ft. A short streamway and two extremely wet 

pitches lead to a sump. An extensive series of well decorated passages were subsequently discovered above 

the pitches. The new extension is ½ mile in length and adds a further 220 ft. to the depth of Gavel Pot. 

 

What has been described as 'the most important discovery since Lancaster Hole' has been the outcome of a 

digging and blasting operation at Pippikin Hole (N.G.R. SD667.800). During Easter week, the Happy 

Wanderers C.P.C. forced the low and tight crawl above the known pitch and gained access to the Leck Fell 

Master Cave via a series of tight short pitches. One huge, abandoned tunnel has dimensions of 60' x 60' and 

the extremities of the system are close to Gavel Pot, Lancaster Hole and Pegleg Pot. Upstream the cave has 

been followed to a point below the sinks to the N. of Leck Fell House and it is hoped that one of these will 

provide an easier entrance. A total of 2¾ miles of new passage has been explored and a depth of 360ft. 

reached. 

 

Smokey Hole (N.G.R. SD670.796) has also been extended by the same club. An extremely tight 200ft. 

crawl, which can take up to two hours to negotiate, leads to a series of short pitches. The pot terminates at a 

point where the stream disappears into a very tight rift passage. 

 

Ingleborough 

 

Long Kin West Pot (N.G.R. SD731.724) is one of Yorkshires greatest shafts. It was first descended in 1897 

by the Yorkshire Ramblers Club and shown to feed Moses Well in Clapdale giving a potential depth of 

820ft. No extensions were made until last year when the Kendal Caving Club cleared a boulder choked 

fissure and descended an 80ft and 170ft pitch, both of which are well broken up by ledges. The pothole 

now terminates in a boulder choke at a depth of 507ft. The entrance to this extension has since run in. 

 

Hangmans Hole (N.G.R. SD769.738) is another typical U.L.S.A. discovery. At the bottom of Nick Pot 2 is 

an evil looking canal which marks the start of Unprintable Passage. This is flat out in water for 75 ft. with 

air space reduced to 4" in one place, after the wet section a further crawl in liquid mud terminates at the 

35ft. deep Bridge Pot. A short traverse over the shaft followed by an exposed scoop gives access to the 

continuation a wide crawl over a false floor of gours overlaying thick mud. Beyond this mud bath is 

Pedestal Pot, a 30ft. shaft into a large chamber. A rift cluttered with unstable boulders marks the head of 

another 30ft. pitch. At the foot of this pitch an awkward squeeze leads to a roomier section of piled slabs 

which overlook a large chamber, 25ft. below. These slabs form the head of the pitch into Gallows 

Chamber, the largest cavern in the system. 

 

From Gallows Chamber an exceptionally tight squeeze, where Dave Brook broke his collar bone, is the 

take off for the 65ft. deep Executioner. 55ft. down this pitch a short pendulum onto a pile of loose boulders 

leads to the last pitch, 15ft. deep, giving a total depth of 348ft. The U.L.S.A. extension being 670ft. long 

and 273ft.deep. 
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Penyghent 

 

Dub Cote Cave has been dived by Tom Brown of the Manchester University S.S. A large underwater 

passage, the floor of which comprises Silurian bed rock, was followed for 170ft. to a short section of dry 

passage ending in another sump. The second sump was dived for some 300ft. without encountering air-

space. Dub Cote has for long been thought to be a possible entrance to the Penyghent-Fountains Fell 

Master Cave. 

 

It is rumoured that Tom Brown has passed the sump at Brants Gill Head and reached a large boulder 

choke. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REVIEW 
 

'The Mendip Hills in Prehistoric and Roman Times' by John Campbell, David Elkington, Peter Fowler and 

Leslie Grinsell. Bristol Archaeological Research Group, c/o City Museum, 5/- 

 

Another in the series of pocket books on the Bristol area. Almost a hundred sites are mentioned, spanning 

the Upper Palaeolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age, the Iron Age and the Roman Period. This is 

the sort of book which makes one feel expert in under the hour. Mendip and its caves contain some of the 

most important British and West European evidence of the Palaeolithic. 

 

In our present 'Technolithic' it is most rewarding to trace the development of technical skills and tools 

during these early periods - bearing constantly in mind the different climate of the Late Glacial and Post 

Glacial. Suddenly, in the Iron Age comes the plough and the beginning of the present aspect of Mendip - 

no longer a warm, dry grazing area (Bronze Age), not a tundra (previous to that again), but a windswept 

and wet upland (you don't use the word 'upland' until you occupy the 'lowland'), fit only for the Roman 

slave miners. 

 

The volume is well dotted with axes, sections and the usual bars of lead. 

 

M.N. 
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WATER TRACING ON MENDIP 
 

by T. Atkinson 

 

An attempt was made to trace five swallets on Mendip, using lycopodium spores, as part of the Mendip 

Karst Hydrology Research Project. The swallets were chosen so as to give the maximum information about 

the boundaries of catchment areas of different springs. The general object being to distinguish those areas 

of Mendip which drain southwards towards Cheddar, Rodney Stoke and Wookey Hole, and those draining 

northwards to springs in the Chew Valley. The swallets chosen were: 

 

Vonpitt Farm (NGR 545537) 

Waldegrave Swallet (NGR 547516) 

Bowery Corner Sink (NGR 531526) 

Blackmoor Swallet (NGR 505556) 

Pine Tree Pot (NGR 518558) 

 

The spores from Vonpitt Farm and Bowery Corner were not recovered at any site. It seems unlikely that 

they flow out of the area without emerging at one of the risings monitored. It is possible that they may flow 

to Sherborne spring, which while large has a very slight response to rainfall, suggesting that it is not fed by 

large open cavities but by a meshwork of fissures. The spores may possibly have become so diluted in such 

a mesh that they were not detected, or may have settled out in very slow moving laminar flows of 

groundwater. 

 

The other three swallets gave positive results. Pine Tree Pot and Blackmoor Swallet both feed Cheddar, the 

water taking 4-5 days and 3-4 days respectively. The conditions under which the test was run were dry and 

frosty, and flows were correspondingly low. This probably accounts for the rather low velocities of the 

water. 

 

Waldegrave Swallet is located in Triassic Conglomerate resting directly on Old Red Sandstone. Water 

from the swallet flows to Rodney Stoke (Wellhead) in less than 1 day, and to Wookey Hole in less than 

two days. The writer favours the idea that the flow splits at an early stage in its underground travel and 

flows down the Stock Hill Fault towards Wookey, and the Priddy Fault towards Rodney Stoke. This result 

is rather similar to those recorded at Pen Hill in January 1969, where water from Hillgrove and Whitsun 

Hole crosses the Old Red Sandstone outcrop to emerge at Biddlecombe, presumably by means of the 

Biddle Fault. 

 

The Waldegrave result bears out the suggestion of H.E. Balch that the Waldegrave ponds delivered water 

to Rodney Stoke. It appears that Balch himself tested the swallet to the south of Waldegrave pond (at NGR 

548514), by releasing the water from a second pond which at that time lay between the present Waldegrave 

pond and the Mineries Pool. (W.I. Stanton, personal communication) 
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REVIEWS 
 

'Water-tracing of the Severn Tunnel Great Spring' by P.P. Drew, M.D. Newson and D.I. Smith. 

Proc. U.B.S.S., 12(2), 1970, 203-212. 

 

Although of more immediate interest to cavers on the Welsh side of the Severn this investigation by three 

members of the Club indicates the great scope for the Lycopodium spore tracing techniques developed by 

Dave Drew on Mendip. 

 

Eight small sinks exist where streams drain off the Old Red Sandstone on to a 6-mile long outcrop of 

Carboniferous Limestone parallel to the coast inland from Chepstow and Newport, Monmouthshire. Since 

the three nearest springs, barely a mile away, were often dry, while the sinks were active (90% of swallet 

flow does not reappear) it was felt that deep flow might occur beneath the younger rocks flooring the 

Severn and Bristol Channel. It was this which had been inadvertently 'tapped' in October 1879 during the 

excavation of the famous rail tunnel. The Great Spring still poses expensive pumping problems for British 

Rail. 

 

Pyranine Conc. was used to test for possible connections between the eight sinks and three inland risings; 

but, despite a wet month, the results proved negative. Accordingly 15 kilogrammes of Lycopodium spores 

were used to see whether or not the largest sinking stream, the Cas Troggy, was a feeder to the Great 

Spring. During eleven weeks of sampling a mere two spores were detected 10 days after input! Undaunted, 

the writers argue a reasonably convincing case for a clear link with the Cas Troggy. Comparative studies 

are then used to suggest that the whole of the limestone outcrop might supply the Great Spring. Also that 

the karst system here was buried by silt and blocked during the rise of sea level which produced the tidal 

Severn after the last glaciation. The building of the tunnel is thought to have reactivated underground flow 

lines. 

 

This is a clearly-presented and interesting experiment which does not seek to answer all the questions. 

Indeed it poses new ones concerning percolation water and submarine springs - which have relevance to 

the Somerset side as well. Considering the sympathies of the three writers it is perhaps inevitable that the 

dreaded water table is not mentioned at any point. Such controversial matters will have to await the results 

of the proposed Sabrina project centred on Bristol University - a programme already rechristened 

'Doomwatch' by the local press. Trust the Karst Police to get in on that one! Who’s for the River Patrol? 

 

J.D.H. 

 

‘Porth yr Ogof, Breconshire’, by Peter A. Standing and Oliver C. Lloyd M.D, (with a report on the 

Geomorphology of the Cave by M.D. Newson B.Sc.). 

Proc. Univ. Bristol Speleo. Soc., vol. 12, No. 2, pp 213-229 (1970). 

 

This cave is the second most popular show cave in Wales, having been known since at least the 

seventeenth century. Thus it has been well documented and a comprehensive bibliography is given in this 

paper, quoting lurid accounts by such early visitors as Edward Lluyd and the Reverends Richard Warner 

and John Evans. Wessex members will be interested to read that the Club was largely responsible for the 

first systematic exploration and survey in 1936. Hywel's Grotto was named after Hywel Murrell, a founder 
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member and now Vice President of the Club. Very little else was done until the C.D.G., mainly members 

within the UBSS, turned their attention to the upstream sumps three years ago. 

 

Their fold-out survey at C.R.G. Grade 4c accompanies the paper. This has obviously been a painstaking 

labour and involves the effective method of underwater surveying developed by Lloyd. While the reduction 

is not to an exact 1:1,000 and more variety of line thickness could have been used this does not distract 

from the clarity and usefulness of the survey. A full description of all parts of the system is given and the 

dangers of flooding (two have drowned in recent years) are emphasized. 

 

An illustrated resume of the upstream and local geology is followed by some three pages of 

geomorphology. Emphasis is given to development along faults and bedding planes, followed in some 

parts by collapse. It has been suggested that there is migration of the younger active parts south eastwards 

with the regional dip. V.H. William's study of solutional processes is cited. 

 

Seven plates, of high quality, are appended, the first 'classic' entrance plate is used as a cover print for the 

offprints. At 5/- this offprint is most worthwhile and may be the model for future booklets on caves like 

Porth yr Ogof which deserve singling out for treatment. Text and illustrations are essentially descriptive, 

direct and easy to follow. It is a booklet most cavers will want. 

 

J.D.H. 

 

* * * * * * * * *  

 

Both these U.B.S.S. papers can be purchased from Tony Philpott, 

3 King's Drive, Bishopston, Bristol BS7 8JW. 

Prices: 5/- for Porth yr Ogof, 4/- for Severn Tunnel, plus 6d. for postage on one or both. 

 

* * * * * * * * *  

 

 

WESSEX CAVE CLUB - MEMBERS AT 30TH JUNE 1970 
 

ALDER, J.C.H., 43 Rowlands Crescent, Solihull, Warwickshire. 

ANDERSON, A.J., 723 Bath Road, Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex. 

ANSELL, G.O.S., 21 Moseley Road, Naphill, High Wycombe, Bucks. 

ASHWORTH, H.W.W., 9 Lucas Close, West Town Lane, Bristol 4. 

ATKINSON, T., 11 Bellevue, Clifton, Bristol 8. 

ATTW00D, H.C., 155 Goddard Avenue, Swindon, Wilts. 

AUDSLEY, A.R.S. address unknown. 

 

BAKER, Mr. & Mrs. K.F., 18 Charlton Avenue, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. 

BALCOMBE, F.G., 143 Newgate Street Road, Goffs Oak, Waltham Cross, Herts. 

BARBER, K.E., 4 Catsash, Shepton Mallet, Somerset. 

BARRATT, J.P., School House, Clifton College, Bristol 8. 

BARRINGTON, N.R., The Oak House, The Square, Axbridge, Somerset. 

BARTON, Dr. M., Farlea, Holcombe, Bath. 

BEAUCHAMP, C.A.J., 65 Coombe Lane, Raynes Park, London S.W.20. 
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BENHAM, J.A., 90 Elsden Road, Wellingborough, Northants. 

BENTLEY, P.D., 9 Northover Road, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol. 

BERRY, D.J., 10 Green Lane, Avonmouth, Bristol. 

BIGNELL, R., 101 Kinsale Road, Knowle, Bristol 4. 

BLAND, R.L., Pollachs House, Clifton College, Bristol 8. 

BLUNDELL, P.R., 66 Bromley Heath Road, Downend, Bristol. 

BOLT, G., 34H, Caravan Site, Woodcock Road, Warminster, Wilts. 

BOOTH, P.M., 35 Cairns Road, Crosspool, Sheffield. 

BORRETT, R., 15 Chandler Close, Bampton, Oxford. 

BRIDLE, R., Wood Cottage, Harescombe Grange, Harescombe, Gloucester. 

BROWN, H.B., 7 Kinsale Road, Bristol 4. 

BRYANT, D.C., Glyncoed, Victoria Road, Maescwmmer, Hengoed, Glamorgan. 

BRYANT, Mr. & Mrs. T.C., Glyncoed, Victoria Road, Maescwmmer, Hengoed, Glam. 

BURLETON, A.S., 27 Doncaster Road, Southmead, Bristol. 

BURNETT, J.M., The Bungalow, 1 New Ridley, Stocksfield, Northumberland. 

BURT, P.E., 66 Roundwood Lane, Harpenden, Herts. 

BURTON SPENCER, A.J., Homestead, Wookey Hole, Wells, Somerset. 

 

CALVERT, J.M., 4 Mead Close, North Petherton, Nr. Bridgwater, Somerset. 

CAMBURN, E., 10 Beach Road East, Portishead, Bristol. 

CANDLIN, P.P., 14 Brookfield Way, Olton, Solihull, Warwickshire. 

CARLTON, J.K., 10 Eton Court, Pemburly Avenue, Bedford. 

CASTERET, N., Castel Mourlon, St. Gaudens, Garronne, France. 

CAUSER, Mr. & Mrs. D.J., 3 High Street, East Harptree, Bristol. 

CAUSER, Mr. & Mrs. S., The Cottage, Rectory Lane, Timsbury, Nr. Bath. 

CHAPPEL, R.A., 7 Monville Road, Fazakerly, Liverpool 9. 

CHARD, T.H., c/o The Earth Science Dept., The Open University, Walton Hall, Walton, Bletchley, Bucks. 

CHARLES, P.H., 26 Eastgate, Hallaton, Market Harborough, Leicestershire. 

CHILDS, J.J., 17 Linthorpe Road, Poole, Dorset. 

CHURCH, J.R., 2 Wayside Close, Days Lane, Kington Langley, Chippenham, Wilts. 

CLARK, A.G., 8 Cogsall Road, Stockswood, Bristol 4. 

CLATWORTHY, N.R., 15 Bristol Road, Kempton, Brighton, Sussex. 

CLEAVE, F/O & Mrs. N.H., 2 Aspen Close, North Colerne, Chippenham, Wilts. 

CLOUSTON, R., address unknown. 

COBBETT, J.S., Cripps Hall, The University, Park, Nottingham. 

COLLINS, Mr. & Mrs. R.J., Orchard Cottage, Burcott, Wells, Somerset. 

COOPER, Dr. N.C., "Westover", Compton Bishop, Nr. Axbridge, Somerset. 

CORNWELL, J., 26 Russell Road, Fishponds, Bristol 1. 

COUSINS, Mr. & Mrs. P.R., 9 Garrick Court, Garrick Road, Lichfield, Staffs. 

CROOK, Dr. B.A., The Laurels, Timsbury, Nr. Bath. 

CULLIMORE, M.D.A., Beaulieu, Blind Lane, Flackwell Heath, Bucks. 

CULLINGFORD, Rev. C.H.D., Rectory Flat, Stiffkey, Wells-next-the-sea,Norfolk. 

 

DARE, H.R., 2 Sonja Court, Gayton Road, Harrow, Middlesex. 

DARVILLE, J.M., 21 Clifton Hill, Exeter, Devon. 

DAVIES, F.J., Camp Five, Neighbourne, Oakhill, Bath, Somerset. 

DAVIES, Mr. & Mrs. P., "Morley", Silver Street, Nailsea, Bristol. 

DAVIES, Prof. R.E., 7053 McCallum Street, Philadelphia Pa 19119, U.S.A. 

DAWE, K.R., Birch Lodge, Much Birch, Hereford. 

DAY, Mr. & Mrs. R.L., 24 Furnwood, St. Georges, Bristol 5. 
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DESBOROUGH, M.R., 20 The Crescent, Burton Latimer, Kettering, Northants. 

DEVENISH, Mr. & Mrs. L.W.E., Washingpool, Chilcote, East Horrington, Wells, Somerset. 

DEWDNEY-YORK, M.W., 19 Alfred Place, Cotham, Bristol. 

DINGLE, A.E., 32 Lillian Road, Barnes, London S.W.13. 

DOLMAN, J.W., 91 Court Road, Kingswood, Bristol. 

DRAKE, R., 1 Sandholme Close, Downend, Bristol. 

DREW, Dr. D.P., 25-2351 Rose Street, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada. 

DUBOIS, D.A., "Holly Cottage", Edwin Road, West Horsley, Surrey. 

DUCK, J.W., Jasmine Cottage, Picts Hill, Langport, Somerset. 

DURHAM, S.J.C., 71 Kinsale Road, Knowle, Bristol 4. 

 

EDWARDS, W.T., 91 Rookery Road, Knowle, Bristol 4. 

EVANS, D.G., 17 Madeira Road, Mitcham, Surrey. 

EVANS, M.H., 13 Litchard Terrace, Bridgend, Glamorgan. 

EVERETT, D.G., 133 Galpins Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 

 

FARTHING, I.C., 7 Killarney Avenue, Burnham-on-sea, Somerset. 

FAULKNER, J.P., 35 Hatters Lane, Chipping Sodbury, Bristol. 

FELTHAM, R.K., 25 Mercia Drive, St. Werburghs, Bristol. 

FINCHAM, Dr. A.S., Dept. of Biochemistry, University of West Indies, Mona, Kingston 7, Jamaica. 

FORD, Dr. & Mrs. D.C., Dept. of Geography, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 

FOX, J.W., Brookside, Martons Moss, Smallwood, Nr. Sandbach, Cheshire. 

FRANCIS, N., 7 Southbourne Road, Wallasey, Cheshire. 

FROST, Mr. & Mrs. F.W., 71 Hazelbury Road, Knowle, Bristol 4. 

 

GABB, M.L., 42 Grange Avenue, Hanham, Bristol. 

GANNICOTT, R.A., Box 1141 Yellowknife, N.W.T., Canada. 

GEORGE, N., Roselea, 8 Bristol Road, Highbridge, Somerset. 

GIBBS, P.D., 40 Hollywood Road, Brislington, Bristol 4. 

GILES, P.M., 1 Springfield Way, Hythe, Kent. 

GLENNIE, Brig. E.A., Seaton House, Shrublands Road, Berkhamsted, Herts. 

GODDEN, S.D., 20 Victoria Square, Clifton, Bristol 8. 

GOSLING, J.G., 72 Marston Gardens, Luton, Beds. 

GOVERD, K.A., "Longacre", Hursley Hill, Whitchurch, Nr. Bristol. 

GRAHAM, A.C., 4 Lymington Close, Norbury, London S.W.16. 

GRANT, D.E., 14 Cresta Road, Abergavenny, Mon. 

GREEN, A.J., H.B. Japura, Church Street, Staines, Middlesex. 

GULLY, A.M., 29 Eastfield, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol. 

GUMBLETON, D.P.W., Longhazel Caravan Site, Sparkford, Yeovil, Somerset. 

 

HALL, A., 1 Hazelbury Road, Knowle, Bristol 4. 

HANNAM, C., 33 Houndwood Drove, Street, Somerset. 

HANSFORD, Mr. & Mrs. B.L., 3 St. Swithuns Terrace, Winchester, Hants. 

HANWELL, Mr. & Mrs. J.D., "Chaumbey", 50 Wells Road, Wookey Hole, Wells, Somerset. 

HARDCASTLE, M.E., 42 Canynge Road, Clifton, Bristol 8. 

HARDING, R., 34 Taunton Lane, Old Coulsdon, Surrey. 

HARDWICK, D.W., 13 Haig Court, Bradford Street, Chelmsford, Essex. 

HARPER, R.C., 17 Hurn Lane, Keynsham, Bristol. 

HARRIS, C.W., Monterye Lodge, Wells, Somerset. 

HARRISON, W.G., 12 Medway Drive, Keynsham, Bristol. 
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HAWKES, Mr. & Mrs. C.J., 10 Christchurch Road, Clifton, Bristol 8. 

HENSLER, E., Gilead Balm, 12 Knighton Close, Woodford Green, Essex. 

HEWINS, Mr. & Mrs. M.A.H., 47 Legge Crescent, Aldershot, Hants. 

HOBBIS, C.R., Moss Cottage, Wellington Terrace, Clevedon, Somerset. 

HOBDAY, F.J., 28 Haywards Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex. 
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"THE COMPLETE CAVES OF MENDIP" 
 

The complete review of Nicholas Barrington's and William 

Stanton's guide book to Mendip underground. 

 

by J.D. Hanwell 

 

"Caves is where you find 'em". Thus goes the down-to-earth remark coined by Fred Davies (p.82). 

Slightly twisting the original meaning, one might now add ... in 'The Complete Caves of Mendip' 

by Nick Barrington and Willie Stanton. 

 

Your reviewer had the good fortune to study a pre-publication copy of this new book and was 

duly impressed. On release in August 1970 from the publishers (Barton Productions [!] in 

conjunction with the Cheddar Valley Press) one predicts a great demand for this long-awaited and 

up-dated revision to Mendip's cave guide; and not just from cavers. At 15/- (75p) one will acquire 

a bargain, a must for every caver and a model for anyone wishing to write a definitive regional 

guide of general appeal. 

 

The extent of thoughtfulness in presentation and depth of research involved deserve more than the 

customary review. Both these aspects have emerged from the fortuitous combining, some three 

years ago, of the respective authors' flair for visual appeal and desire for factual precision. Their 

special regard for Mendip and its caves adds that extra something which makes the book readable 

from cover to cover; hardly a hallmark of standard guides. Considerable liaison between authors 

and publishers has resulted in over 130 fact packed pages, the format of which makes a break 

from all predecessors since 1953. A very high standard is set for anyone caring to emulate it for 

other caving regions. 

 

Also former pupils of Sidcot School, like A.D. and R.D. Stride who helped pioneer 'Britain 

Underground' (Dalesman), the authors demanded no mean task by crediting their work as 'The 

Complete........' Despite its smaller type face, to most reviewers this part of the title will ring very 

challengingly; though, one suspects the authors will relish having stirred things up. It is clear that 

the undeniable facts are often presented in a manner deliberately designed to provoke readers into 

action concerning better caving and conservation in general. There are several reproaches made; 

for example, to those involved with unprotected digs such as Netherwood and Stock Hill Swallets, 

Timber Hole, etc., and to high speed cavers who damage formations. For those not bothering with 

the small print or apt footnotes there are telling ‘before and after’ pictures of wanton vandalism (p. 

13 and p.97) which ought to have considerable impact. 

 

At other times the mood changes and readers are humoured with carefully chosen titbits. Who 

were the esteemed dowsers so optimistic about a cave beneath Twin Hollows? Then, there is the 

strongest draught in Mendip at Windy Hole; but don't be fooled! Also, the cave which was only 

open for 2 hours and then destroyed. One gathers something about the adventures of the legendary 
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Tom Tivey at the two sites bearing his name. Delightful pictures are conjured up by spring flowers 

blooming a week or two early in the warm draught from Stock's Hole, and those quaint Brock in 

several caves. Surely, legs are being given a gentle tweak by the advert proclaiming a wide range 

of flared corded jeans from the Him and Her Boutique, or will this be caving in the seventies? 

Best of all are the thoughts of William Stanton himself getting to his dig "through the reservoir"; 

some trip! Maybe partisan rivalries were unconsciously to the fore at the writing stage for, 

although readers are informed that Nod's Pot held Mendip's depth record for a surface dig up till 

1966, they are certainly not told it was toppled by intrepid NASA men at North Hill Swallet. To 

rub it in, Nod's gets almost twice as much description. All is revealed on page 77! Any prizes for 

guessing where that excellent cover picture was taken, or those fine formations on the 

frontispiece? 

 

The foremost impressions remaining after closing this book were of skilful arrangements of the 

codified information and the comprehensiveness of the text. Both deserve greater comment. As a 

book which will undoubtedly spend much time in the field, its pocket size (5ins. x 7.5ins,), 

plasticised cover and firmly bound quality paper are particularly welcome. The only improvement 

your reviewer would suggest here would be rounded corners similar to many modern climbing 

guides. A novel system for standardising the location and referencing of sites has been adopted. 

The traditional alphabetical arrangement is enhanced by abbreviations denoting whether the site 

lies in West, Central or East Mendip, on the lines devised by H.E. Balch. This is explained on 

instructions inside the front cover, though perhaps too concisely for visitors unfamiliar with local 

places. To have added the respective road numbers of A.38 and B.3139 would be preferred. No 

attempt is made to delimit the northern and southern boundaries, however, and the absence of 

Steepholmesites is regrettable in some respects. After all, this island has been considered a Mendip 

one since Balch's final book in 1947, it is within the administrative area of Axbridge Rural District 

which embraces most of Western Mendip, and, of course, there is a precedent established in 

'Caves of Mendip' (Dalesman). Both geological and soil surveys include Steepholme in their 

Mendip maps and memoirs. The same case is not so for sites on limestone outcrops in North 

Somerset and the Avon Valley, and the authors were quite right to exclude these. 

 

Practically all sites have been given an 8-figure National Grid Reference and every one an altitude 

above Ordnance Datum in feet. With the exception of one or two errors which apparently escaped 

careful scrutiny at the galley stage, the data is very reliable since all 480 sites were plotted 

accurately in the field on large scale plans. No doubt the few errata will be published in caving 

journals in due course. After each altitude (A), a length (L) is quoted and a vertical range (VR). 

 

A codified system for references and surveys has been adopted in the same heavy type as the 

location data, and is surprisingly clear despite a deliberate running together of letters to economise 

on space. Further useful economies are affected by the descriptions of caves under 50 feet long 

being printed in smaller type. The overall effect is both functional and pleasing, and obviously the 

result of considerable experimentation. Each site is appropriately defined as a Dig, Resurgence 

(Res.) or a suitable severity grading much rationalised by excluding the term 'pot'. Great care has 
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been exercised to minimise page turning in the middle of descriptions, and this has provided 

occasional space for footnotes and quotations well worth consideration. 

 

With a few exceptions, such as Dave Irwin's masterpiece in unravelling the complexities of St. 

Cuthbert's Swallet, the descriptions of sites are clearly the hand of William Stanton. Readers are 

treated to more than the usual amount of geological and archaeological information. This elevates 

the book to an important work of reference as well as a guide. The quest for brevity very 

occasionally presumes knowledge that many are unlikely to possess, and this is not solved by the 

short introductory ‘glossary’ or recommended reading at the end. For example, the subtle 

distinction between interstadials and interglacials (p. 80) is not clear, and on several occasions 

readers are referred to Wurm 1 and 2. It might have been as well to explain these as glacial phases 

during the last major advance of the ice into Northern Europe. Better still, a case might be argued 

for a Pleistocene to Present time scale illustration suitably annotated with geological and 

archaeological terms used in the text. For the fated Westbury Quarry Caves, eolian silt and frost 

shivered chert are introduced. The former may confuse those more familiar with aeolian to 

describe wind blown deposits, and the possible misconception of chert trembling with the cold 

might have been avoided if shattered or perhaps splintered, replaced shivered. What a tragedy it is 

that this unique Westbury site is doomed! Also, that 'Old Red Sandstone float' at Stock Hill 

Swallet Dig is unexplained. Does this refer to a highly porous form such as the type float-stone at 

Menilmontant near Paris? 

 

Elsewhere the authors are not adverse to speculation. Pre-Triassic caves are implied in the 

descriptions of sites at Batts and Chelms Combes, geodes are associated with various 

unconformities, Early Pleistocene plateau gravels suggested in Westbury Quarry, and, of course, 

that dreaded water table which provokes scorn from the Karst Police. All are happily in keeping 

with the pervading theme of stimulating readers rather than merely satisfying them. 

 

Neither have the authors any compunction in establishing definitive site names, and relegating 

inapt synonyms even if these have been chosen by the discoverers as in the case of Sludge Pit. 

This forthrightness is commended, and it is certain that the comprehensive two page appendix of 

alternative names will clear up a great deal of confusion in future writings about Mendip caves. 

The same attitude prevails underground with the names of passages, chambers and other features; 

the only query your reviewer has is whether the so-called Fault Pitch in the August Hole Series of 

Longwood Swallet is not better named Swing Pitch as seems more popular despite the published 

survey. 

 

As befits the title, the descriptions are right up-to-date. Lionel’s Hole has been amended at the last 

minute, the discoveries of Great and Green Lake Chambers in Banwell Stalactite Cave are 

included, and the odd site revealed during excavations for the M.5 motorway recorded. However, 

short-legged cavers and inexpert climbers hoping for the promised fixed ladder at the Greasy 

Chimney in Paradise Regained, Swildon's Hole, are going to be disappointed. The method of 

assigning discoveries to clubs rather than individuals may have its merits, though some may feel a 
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little left out in places; for instance, the East Somerset C.C. with John Cornwell's team at Rhino 

Rift. Perhaps this is the penalty of belonging to several clubs. In the same vein, one feels that the 

omission of Cave Diving Group Newsletters, Reviews and Sump Indexes from the references is 

unfortunate since these really afford the best original sources of diving activities, e.g. Sayes Hole 

and Wookey Hole. There is also the lack of Trevor Shaw's history of Lamb Leer and Oliver Well's 

history of Swildon's Hole which must be the best for these caves. On the other hand Wessex C.C. 

Journals are well to the fore; for example, the epic 5-page account of Swildon's Hole concludes 

with 19 references all but two being W.C.C. publications. Bearing in mind that the Mendip Cave 

Registry has a bibliography in excess of twenty five feet for Swildon's Hole, one suspects that the 

references used were those most easily accessible. 

 

The few points of criticism above only serve to underline the overall excellence of 'The Complete 

Caves of Mendip'. This book will become the Mendip Caver's main source of reference over the 

next few years. Plainly, the authors have appreciated this in their attempt to educate readers 

concerning access, preservation and caving codes. In general they have succeeded on this score; 

but insofar as such information needs to be complete and explicit with no possible ambiguities, 

your reviewer feels a few points worth mentioning. 

 

On access, it could have been stated more firmly that very few caves have a Right of Way to them 

and that continued good relationships with locals depends a great deal on courteous and 

responsible behavior. For example, a serious omission is that all cavers should call to see W.E. 

(John) Burdge at Beaconsfield Farm, West Harptree, before going to Lamb Leer. Less obvious 

perhaps is that the cottage owner at Sherbourne Spring should not be troubled and that visits can 

only be authorised by Bristol Waterworks Company. Also, that diggers in the B.W.W, 

Charterhouse areas need permission and C.C.C. permits as much as those visiting the caves. 

Climbing types will be somewhat surprised that their sport is 'strictly prohibited' in Cheddar 

Gorge, though one presumes that this does not apply to the National Trust side, or does it? It is not 

too clear whether the 1/- charge to go down caves in Fairy Cave Quarry is for changing only. That 

delicate relationships exist with many local people is only too painfully obvious. In the long run 

this can lead to denials of access, as at Banwell Ochre Caves; or, more tragically, the infilling of 

holes like Tyning's Barrows Cave which promised much. Although it is out-of-date in parts one 

feels it should have been stressed that the Council of Southern Caving Clubs Handbook details 

access arrangements rather than club addresses. 

 

Pleas for preservation are made frequently and effectively throughout the book. The list of S.S.I. 

sites is welcome, but it may have had more impact if the points concerning pollution at Devil's 

Punch Bowl and Nedge Hill Swallet had been made in the introduction just as forcibly. Cavers 

have a duty to keep a watchful eye open for interference with all sites and to report cases of 

pollution, e.g. rat infestation at Stoke Lane Slocker. Archaeological vandalism is rife too, and it is 

sad to read of potentially valuable sites cleaned out by souvenir hunters; not only in the last 

century but more recently by unknown diggers who had no excuse for failing to consult local 

experts, e.g. Square Entrance Cave. We must all hope that this book will go a long way towards 
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stopping such practices. 

 

Caving codes and hazards are also referred to frequently, particularly equipment and exposure 

problems. Your reviewer at least applauds the recommendation against the use of carbide lamps, 

for it seems that cavers are no better than the general public in the disposal of waste. Furthermore 

it will reduce the amount of senseless graffiti to which we are increasingly condemned. On the 

exposure question it would seem by no means certain that wet suits alone provide 'adequate 

protection' against hypothermia, and to state that the main symptom is 'starting to tire' is rather 

vague. One hopes that the footnote that 'the M.R.O. consists of all those who cave on Mendip' 

(p.96) is taken seriously. It should have been added somewhere prominently that it is essential for 

every caver to familiarise himself with M.R.O. procedures and equipment. In which case, one 

would have liked an address for M.R.O. quoted. Whether or not those who pioneered the Damp 

Link in Swildon's will welcome being labelled 'foolhardy' is a moot point. It might have been 

adequate enough to stress the foul air and rescue dangers leaving cavers to make up their own 

minds on the severity of the trip. Challenging descriptions often have the reverse effect by 

attracting just the sort of people whom they are intended to deter. M.R.O. must hope not in this 

case. 

 

The book concludes with a short list of recommended reading, and five maps. The former would 

have been enhanced by mention that a comprehensive collection of most of the reference material 

used throughout the book can be found in Bristol Central Reference Library. A very pointed 

omission is 'The History of Mendip Caving' by Peter Johnson; and, more surprisingly the 'Mendip 

Cave Bibliography and Survey Catalogue' by Ray Mansfield, Tim Reynolds and Ian Standing. 

The greatest omission is unfortunately the Mendip Cave Register; this being glaringly so if the 

Registers are to fulfill a useful role in the future. The clear yet detailed maps cover virtually the 

same areas selected in the now outdated 'Caves of Mendip’, and include 160 of the sites described 

in the text. 

 

There is little doubt that 'The Complete Caves of Mendip' is the most outstanding caving book of 

its type yet published in this country. Nick Barrington, Willie Stanton and the publishers can justly 

feel satisfied with their labours. Once again Mendip has set the pace for others daring to follow, 

and Wessex can bask in the reflected glory of the efforts of two of its members. A moment's 

thought over what has been involved will be sufficient to realise this venture as a labour of love 

rather than a commercial enterprise - a refreshing change from some other essays into print. Every 

Wessex member must have a copy, and use the generous offer inserted with this journal. 

 


